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Airports are spaces of happiness and magical dreams…



…but also spaces of frustration, injustice and unevenness
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Goals of the researchGoals of the research

To evaluate the socio-spatial inequalities (unevenness) consequence of air 
transportation and to interpret the role of overlapping scalar geographies of experience.

Main goal

To analyze the changing spatial and temporal dynamics of global air traffic flows in a 
liberalized environment.

Specific goal 1: Global‐scale

To analyze the socio-spatiotemporal organization of the city region in relation to the 
airport.

Specific goal 2: Meso‐scale

To analyze impact of air transportation on local social spaces and the impact of these on 
the socio-economic processes of air transportation. 

Specific goal 3: Local‐scale

To analyze the tensions and conflicts of air transportation among scale levels and devise 
futures acknowledging the relational nature of the air transportation process.

Specific goal 4: multi‐scale



Theoretical frameworkTheoretical framework



Global‐scale: air traffic flows



Global‐scale: air traffic flowsGlobal‐scale: air traffic flows

What we have done?

Spatial analysis: seat capacity concentration analysis
* Comparative analysis for the EU and the US: 1990-2009
Gini index and its decomposition
* Analysis of the seat capacity distribution in Spain: 2001-2008
HHI

Spatiotemporal analysis: connectivity analysis of airline networks
* Direct, indirect and hub connectivity analysis for the Spanish
airport system: 2001-2007
Netscan model

Why is important these analyses?

To assess the impact of the deregulation and liberalization in the air 
transport industry.

To understand impact of market instability and volatility on airline 
networks.

To know which regions benefits from the availability of air services.



Spatial analysis: seat capacity concentrationSpatial analysis: seat capacity concentration

Europe United States

Lorenz Curve 1990 - 2009



Spatial analysis: seat capacity concentrationSpatial analysis: seat capacity concentration

Gini index decomposition 1990 - 2009



• One direct connection (Singapore 
Airlines) 4 weekly flights

• Several indirect flights via European 
hubs

• The quality of the connection varies 
depending on the different detour 
and transfer time.

BCN

SIN

Spatiotemporal analysis: connectivitySpatiotemporal analysis: connectivity

Connectivity analysis - Example



ResultsResults

•Overall, deregulation and liberalization enhanced connectivity and more cities were tied to 
airline networks, however peripheral regions worsened their relative access to them or are only 
served by regional and no-frills airline services.

•Intra-EU and intra-US seat capacity deconcentrated from 1990 to 2009.

•Extra-EU and extra-US seat capacity concentrated from 1990 to 2009.
* Although for some niche markets there was deconcentration at the intercontinental level.

Results are in line with:
Goetz and Sutton (1997), Reynolds-Feighan (1998, 2001, 2007), Bowen (2002), O’Connor 
(2003), Burghouwt and Hakfoort (2001), Burghouwt et al. (2003), Burghouwt (2005, 2007), 
Huber (2009), Bel and Fageda (2010).

•The role of foreign hubs and foreign airlines is increasingly important in shaping the 
availability of air services and the connectivity possibilities.



Meso‐scale: the airport region



Meso‐scale: the airport regionMeso‐scale: the airport region

What we have done?

We have calculated the catchment areas of >500 European airports.
An appraisal of the use of CORINE land cover for catchment area GIS analysis.

We have calculated the geographical efficiency (how efficiently an airport benefits from its location). 
We only looked into the relationship between population and air traffic.

Why is important these analyses?

To assess the travel possibilities of European citizens.

To assess the regional differences in airport choice possibilities.

To evaluate which airports benefit more (in terms of traffic generation) from its location.

To evaluate how location is important for airports.

To evaluate market leakage situations. 



Catchment area analysisCatchment area analysis



Catchment area analysis: market leakageCatchment area analysis: market leakage



Preliminary ResultsPreliminary Results

•For airports part of a multi-airport system in a mega-city region there is not a causal 
relationship between population and traffic.
*There are other factors explaining the differentiated geographical efficiency. 

•These results can have importance for management decisions and models.

•Airports in more economically develop regions (GDP) or tourist destinations seem to be more 
efficient.

•There are important differences in terms of catchment area potential among EU airports.



Local‐scale: aircraft noise annoyance



What we have done?

We have evaluated the power relations existing in an airport context. 
We brought together the existing literature in the fields of airport environmental capacity, non-
acoustic factors of noise annoyance, NIMBYism and environmental conflicts.

Case study: We analyze the socio-environmental conflict between Barcelona airport and the 
neighboring community of Gavà Mar.
Interviews with stakeholders (municipal representatives, local environmental organization, residents 
association of the community, air-traffic controller).

Why is important these analyses?

To assess the impact of noise annoyance tensions on airport capacity.

To assess the power relations between airports, regions and citizens.

To evaluate how policy can shape annoyance independently from the noise itself.

To enhance the well-being of citizens.

Local‐scale: aircraft noise annoyanceLocal‐scale: aircraft noise annoyance



Including literature from the field of psychology: Non‐acoustical factors of noise annoyanceIncluding literature from the field of psychology: Non‐acoustical factors of noise annoyance



Including coming from the field of psychology: Non‐acoustical factors of noise annoyanceIncluding coming from the field of psychology: Non‐acoustical factors of noise annoyance



•The lack of trust between parties, the impossibility of predicting noise exposure, the absence 
of opportunities for civil society to speak and the difficulty of accessing relevant information 
foster annoyance and mobilization in the communities that live around the airport. 

ResultsResults

•At Barcelona airport, citizens affected by noise have been able to learn and make use of 
their social capital to come up with an operational proposal that avoids flying over Gavà Mar 
while allowing Barcelona airport to operate properly. 

•Policy shapes annoyance.

•Non-acoustic factors are many times more important than the noise itself. 

•Communities do not always adopt a simple oppositional attitude based on selfish complaints 
that could be classified as NIMBY behavior. Gavà Mar residents have evolved into more 
proactive behavior, which could be classified as post-NIMBY. 

Results are in line with:
Flindell and Stallen (1999), Stallen (1999, 2007a,b), Lidskog and Soneryd (2000), Desart et al. 
(2001), Alberdi Bidaguren et al. (2002), Nel·lo (2003), Upham et al. (2003), André (2004), 
Bröer (2006), May and Hill (2006), Maris et al. (2007), Cidell (2008), Kroesen et al., (2008).



Conclusions



•Air transportation is inherently uneven in its effects, impacts and benefits.

ConclusionsConclusions

•Evolution of the institutional framework has an important role in shaping the spatiotemporal 
power relations in each scale of analysis.

•Increasing volatility of the developments in each scale of analysis  more actors, more 
private stakeholders, more global forces impacting at the local and regional scale.

•Regarding methodology: importance of combining quantitative and qualitative approaches. 

•Need for a comprehensive multi-scalar approach in the planning and the management of 
mega-infrastructures and mega-city regions.
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